
  

There has been a big change at the clinic this 
month, as Dr Katelyn Stretton is now the proud 

new owner of the NWVC. Alongside Dr. Lu-Ane, 
Sandra and Kaitlyn we can’t wait to continue to 
service your pets needs now and into the future. 
This month we are celebrating Easter and wish 

all our clients and pets a very Happy Easter. 
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New 

Ownership 
 

As of the 15
th
 March 

2019; Dr Katelyn 

Stretton is our new 

owner. Dr Kate as she 

prefers to be called has 

has grown up in Mount 

Isa having been born 

and bred here. Kate 

studied at local schools 

before being accepted 

into the Veterinary 

Science Degree at 

James Cook University 

in Townsville. This is 

where Kate’s love for 

rural and remote 

practice was really 

cemented. Kate has 

been working at NWVC 

since graduating in 

2016 and has loved it. 

Kate’s main interests 

are dogs, cats and 

horses. Kate and the 

team are very excited 

for the next chapter 

here at NWVC and 

hopefully by the end of 

2019 will see some 

exciting changes 

happening at the clinic.  

Don’t forget to 

“like” our 

Facebook page 

 

North West Veterinary Clinic Newsletter 

www.northwestvetclinic.com.au 
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Chocolate Toxicity  
 

With Easter comes lots of chocolate, and lots of temptation for our pets. The 

cocoa in chocolate is toxic to our pets because it contains a substance called 

theobromine, as well as this chocolate, also contains caffeine. These substances 

belong to a group of chemicals called methylxanthines (try saying that word 10 

times fast!), and they can both be harmful to dogs. Even the less toxic types of 

chocolate, like white chocolate, is high in fat, which can give our pet’s 

gastrointestinal upsets; and some chocolates have artificial sweeteners like xylitol 

which are also poisonous to our four legged friends 

 

Signs of chocolate toxicity: 

 Excessive thirst  

 Panting  

 Racing heartbeat & arrhythmias 

 Vomiting  

 Diarrhoea 

 High Bloody pressure  

 Tremors 

 Seizures 

 

What to do if your pet eats chocolate? 

Call your vet ASAP if you find out, or are even suspicious that your pet may have 

eaten chocolate. Your vet will be able to determine if your furry friend has eaten 

enough chocolate to make them ill. The sooner treatment is undertaken, the less 

likely your pet will develop serious illness from chocolate toxicity, so being pro-

active and treating early is much better than waiting until clinical signs appear.  
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Easter Facts 
The Easter Bunny 

tradition made its 

way to the US in 

the 18th century. It 

originated in 

Europe where it 

was actually the 

Easter Hare. 

 

76% of people eat 

the ears on 

chocolate bunnies 

first. 

 

The tallest 

chocolate Easter 

egg was made in 

Italy in 2011. it was 

taller than a giraffe 

and heavier than 

an elephant. 

 

The world’s most 

popular egg-

shaped chocolate 

is Cadbury’s 

Creme Egg. 

 

 

 
 
 
 

North West Veterinary Clinic 

Corner East & Arline Street, Mount Isa    (07) 4743 3220    nwvc@bigpond.net.au 

Other toxins to avoid this Easter 
 

Other toxic things around the house this Easter to keep away from your pets include: 

 Plastic Easter eggs – think intestinal obstructions! 
 Lillies – highly toxic, especially to cats as they can cause kidney failure. 
 Artifical sweateners eg. xylitol. 
 Fake Easter ‘grass’ found nestled around baskets of eggs – can cause linear foreign 

bodies.  
 
 
 

Foods NOT to feed your pets 
 

You know not to feed chocolate, but what about other foods? Make sure you don’t feed your 
pet: 

 Onions 
 Garlic 
 Avocados 
 Grapes/raisins/sultanas 
 Alcohol  
 Seeds & stones from fruit  
 Yeast/bread dough  
 Cooked bones 
 Fatty Food 

 

Have we seen your Cat lately? 
 

For the past couple of years our clinic has been participating in – ‘Have we seen your cat 

lately?’ Australia has a population of 3.8 million pet cats, but over 1.35million of them haven’t 

visited the vet in the past 12 months! Regular veterinary care is the best way to keep you cat 

happy and healthy. Scheduled health checks are vital to your cat’s wellbeing, just as they are 

to your dogs. We run a cat-friendly clinic here, using Feliway Spray, low-stress handling 

techniques and having a cattery separate from our dog kennels. 

 

Cats not only need an annual vaccination, they also require regular gastrointestinal worming 

and external parasite treatments. North West vaccinates for ‘cat flu’ as well as feline enteritis 

– which can cause gastrointestinal upsets.  

Cats are also masters at hiding illness. If you see any of these subtle signs of illness in your 

cat, it is time to visit your vet, don’t wait for a regular scheduled health check-up: 

 Inappropriate elimination behaviour of litter tray use 

 Changes in interaction, this may be a sign of disease, fear, anxiety or even pain. 

 Changes in activity and sleeping habits. 

 Changes in food and water consumption, and also pay attention to how your cat 

chews.  

 Unexplained weight loss or gain.  

 Changes in grooming.  

 Signs of stress, including changes to grooming and social interaction, spending less 

time sleeping, increased hiding and withdrawal.  

 Changes in vocalisation. 

 Bad breath, which is usually an early sign of oral health problems. 
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